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Abstract

Visual acuity remains the gold standard for assessing visual
function, but visual acuity is subjective and only reflects the
central foveal area, which is not a sensitive measurement
considering that even when half the fovea is obscured (or nonfunctional), a patient may still have 20/20 vision. Standard
automated perimetry is also subjective but only maps the
posterior pole, and so it does not provide a full picture of
functional status.
Fundus photography coupled with
fluorescein angiography is useful when the media is clear but
only shows structure. Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)
only provides information about structure and only in the
posterior pole region. None of these tests show evidence of
retinal function. By measuring a Light Induced Visual response
(LIV). Electroretinography (ERG) provides information of
retinal function. Uniquely it can be an indicator of the health
of retinal tissue. It measures the aggregate function of the
entire retina and different protocols can identify those
conditions that affect rods only, cones only or both. Ganglion
cell function correlates with glaucoma damage. Moreover, the
ability to identify progressive dysfunction (or improvement)
related to retinal disease prior to detectable structural alteration
is intriguing and it may be the key towards effective
interventions that occur before structural pathology becomes
manifest. ERG has shown value in the management of diabetic
retinopathy and glaucoma.
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